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“Larry Weidel is a leader with the ability to be both personally successful and reproduce that  
success in others . . . In SERIAL WINNER, Larry shares his unique vision and pairs it with the actions 

you need to take to win over and over again in business and in life.” 
— Glenn Williams, CEO of Primerica 

 
WINNING ISNʼT A ONE-TIME THING 

BUSINESS EXPERT AND CAREER ADVISOR LARRY WEIDEL URGES  
PEOPLE TO STRIVE FOR CONTINUAL SUCCESS  

 
Weidelʼs New Book SERIAL WINNER Is Filled With Counter-Intuitive Ideas  

For Building Long Term Success In Business and Career 
 

We all know people who move from success to success.  They have limitless energy, which 
they continuously use to accomplish more.  They are always excited about something and 
lead rewarding lives.  They are Serial Winners.  How do they accomplish so much?  
According to business expert and career advisor Larry Weidel, their secret is simple.  “Serial 
Winners leverage a cycle of winning action to make progress.  They do something every day 
that puts them on a course for the things they want in life.”   
 
In his new book, SERIAL WINNER 5 Actions To Create Your Cycle Of Success, Weidel 
presents a step-by-step process – a Cycle of Winning – that anyone can follow to open up 
limitless possibilities in their lives, careers, and businesses.  Throughout the book, he 
illustrates his advice with humorous and inspiring stories to drive home his message and 
make his concepts easy to apply.  Weidelʼs Cycle of Winning has five parts:  Decide, Overdo, 
Adjust, Finish, Keep Improving.  “These are the actions that winners use to achieve what they  
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want,” he explains.  “Most people believe that these actions are too simple to be important.  
So they keep looking for a more complicated answer that doesnʼt exist.”   But winners stick to 
the basics.  Hereʼs how they apply the Cycle of Winning: 
 
Donʼt Hesitate, Decide – Serial Winners make up their minds to begin and then they keep 
moving.  They know the clock is ticking and they need to continually make decisions and take 
action.  As Weidel says, if you donʼt make a decision to go for what you want, youʼll get 
whatever life hands you. 
 
Donʼt Just do It, Overdo It – Serial Winners launch into every project with a mindset and plan 
to overdo it at the start.  The extra momentum they build by overdoing helps them break 
through road blocks and allows them to handle bigger challenges over time. 
 
Donʼt Quit, Adjust – Serial Winners recognize that thereʼs more than just one second chance.  
People get chance after chance – as long as they donʼt quit.  Everyone faces hurdles, 
obstacles, failures, tragedies, and disasters on the path to the things they really want.  Serial 
Winners choose to continually make adjustments and win anyway. 
 
Donʼt Just Start, Finish – Serial Winners earn the great things in life – trust, respect, loyalty, 
opportunity – not by trying but by finishing.  Each time they finish, they become stronger, 
wiser, and more capable of winning in the future.  And they benefit from all of the new 
opportunities that appear.  To win, and win again, you must persevere until you finish. 
 
Donʼt Settle, Keep Improving – Serial Winners capitalize on the momentum of success by 
constantly seeking improvement. The “Always Be Improving Principle” is the difference 
between winning occasionally and winning consistently.  It defines Serial Winners.  If you want 
an exciting, fulfilling life, you have to keep improving. 
 
Larry Weidel has spent a lifetime building great success in his own life and observing and 
working with people who have done the same.  Along the way, he has helped thousands of 
others achieve their big goals.  His mission is “to launch a revolution of doing, to unleash an 
army of people who are ready to race forward toward the great big things they really want to 
do – and that they are destined to do.”  With SERIAL WINNER, he is on his way to launching 
that revolution. 

#  #  # 
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